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PSR-E363 
KEYBOARD 

$319
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YAMAHA  
KEYS  
DIGITAL PIANOS

& BONUS

P-45B PORTABLE 
DIGITAL PIANO

$629

The P-45B is Yamaha’s most popular portable 

digital piano, providing the feel of a real piano 

with its 88-note, weighted GHS (Graded 

Hammer Standard) action and Yamaha’s world-

famous piano sound. Optional L-85 wooden 

stand available, $149.99 RRP.* Limited stock.

PSR-E363 
KEYBOARD

$319

The first 61-key Touch-responsive keyboard 

in the range. Provides expressive touch 

with versatile Style accompaniments and 

hundreds of Voices, the perfect starting point 

for keyboard playing. Includes BONUS 

HPH-50 headphones valued at $49.99 RRP.*

PSR-E263
KEYBOARD

$229
The entry point in portable keyboards featuring a wide 

variety of sounds and functions. Includes BONUS HPH-50 

headphones valued at $49.99 RRP*.

SMART PIANIST APP
Control all the functions of the P-125 intuitively with the Smart Pianist app.

The P-125 is the ideal portable piano for students and performance 

on stage, featuring 88 weighted keys with graded action, onboard 

speakers and dedicated audio outputs for connection to a PA 

system. Optional L-125 wooden stand ($149.99 RRP*)  

and LP-1 3-pedal unit ($129.99 RRP*) available. Limited stock.

P-125 
DIGITAL PIANO

$899

BONUS



DGX-660 WITH
3-PEDAL UNIT

$1,399
The DGX-660 is a versatile performance, digital piano ideal for use in the classroom or 

on stage in school assemblies and performances. The 88-note weighted GHS (Graded 

Hammer Standard) action provides true piano feel. Plug in a microphone and an acoustic 

guitar via the AUX input and you have a self-contained music workstation. Includes stand 

with BONUS LP-7A 3-pedal unit valued at $129.99 RRP.* Available in Black or White.

NP-12 PIANO  
STYLE KEYBOARD

$289
A lightweight, portable 61-key piano-style keyboard, with minimal panel 

buttons. Perfect for keyboard labs or where minimal classroom distractions 

are required. Compatible with the Digital Piano Controller app (iOS).  

NP-32 with 76 keys and  graded soft touch action also available, $399.

YRS-24B 
RECORDER

$10
Recorders are the ideal precursor to playing 

wind instruments and the YRS-24B is 

Australia’s most popular musical instrument. 

Made from durable ABS resin and without 

toxic glues, the YRS-24B is easy to keep clean.

BONUS 
3-PEDAL 

UNIT

CHORD TRACKER
Transform your favourite tunes into song files on 
your DGX-660 using the Chord Tracker app.



PSR-E263 KEYBOARD $229
The ideal first keyboard for musicians who are just starting out, 

with hundreds of sounds to start you on your musical journey. 

Includes BONUS HPH-50 headphones valued at $49.99 RRP*.

PSR-E363 KEYBOARD $319
More sounds, more Styles and more songs plus touch sensitive keyboard 

and melody suppressor. Includes BONUS HPH-50 headphones valued 

at $49.99 RRP.* PSR-EW300 also available, $429.

PSR-E463 KEYBOARD $449
The top of the PSR-E range in 61-key options, with many 

more Voices and Styles than the PSR-E363, it’s the enhanced 

speaker system that really makes this model stand out!  

PSR-EW410 also available, $599.

NP-12 PIANO STYLE KEYBOARD $289
Slim and lightweight, 61 key touch response keyboard with built-in speakers 

and 10 preset voices. NP-32 with 76 keys and  graded soft touch action also 

available, $399.

P-45B PORTABLE DIGITAL PIANO $629
88 key weighted and graded action with authentic piano sound 

and onboard speakers. Optional L-85 wooden stand available, 

$149.99 RRP.* P-125 Digital Piano also available, $899.

HPH-50 
HEADPHONES $49
Simple compact headphones that 

let you enjoy professional-grade 

sound quality. The HPH-50B to 

HPH-150B range of headphones 

are specifically designed for use 

with musical instruments.

YRS-24B 
RECORDER 
$10

YAMAHA  
KEYS & 
DIGITAL PIANOS



YCL-221II 
BASS CLARINET 
$3,795
This instrument is made to 

last! Built from sturdy ABS 

resin it comes in a robust 

hard case for protection.

YFL-212 STUDENT FLUTE $799
Yamaha’s most popular flute, this is the perfect instrument for the budding flutist or school-hire fleet. 

Includes split E and silver-plating. Now with pointed key arms! YFL-222ID also available, $735.

YCL-450M  
STEP-UP CLARINET $1,599
This clarinet is one-of-a-kind. Perfect for a 

beginner to intermediate student that is ready 

to make a sound that only a wooden clarinet 

can produce, but not experienced enough to 

care for it. It’s made from grenadilla wood, but 

features an ABS resin-lined inner bore in the 

top joint to prevent cracking. Includes silver-

plated keys and adjustable thumb rest.

YFL-372 STEP-UP FLUTE $1,699
The key difference for this model is the solid silver head. Now with pointed key arms! Yamaha took 

all the lessons learnt through the process of developing and perfecting our Handmade models and 

incorporated it into the design of our intermediate and standard flutes. Featuring a Solid Silver headjoint,  

these are flutes that will help beginners rapidly improve, while offering more advanced players excellent 

response and tonal qualities. YFL-472ID with Solid Silver head and body also available, $2,199.

YPC-62 PICCOLO $1,699
The YPC-62 is the perfect piccolo for those 

who double on flute and piccolo. It features 

the incredibly dense and stable grenadilla 

wood. The YPC-62 is also available with 

a waveform head joint ,which is generally 

easier to switch to from flute (YPC-62R).  

YPC-62R also available, $2,199.

YAMAHA BAND & ORCHESTRAL

The YCL255 was built with the beginner 

and school instrument in mind. Teachers 

love this model for its solid intonation. 

Its strong ABS resin is durable. Includes 

a light-weight bell, adjustable thumb 

rest and easy-to-carry case. YCL450III 

step-up clarinet also available, $1,599.

YCL-255  
STUDENT CLARINET
$749

YPC-32 PICCOLO $1,299
Standard model piccolos, ABS resin body, 

Nickel silver (silver-plated) headjoint & keys, 

with split E mechanism. With its easy playability, 

accurate intonation, and characteristic piccolo 

sound, the YPC-32 is very popular with students 

as well as doublers. The body is made of sturdy, 

maintenance-free ABS resin for a sound similar 

to that of natural wood.

YCL-650WC CLARINET $2,099
Ideal for the VCE student looking for a bit 

more from their clarinet at an affordable price. 

Undercut tone holes and a unique bore design 

ensure a beautiful and rich clarinet sound. 



YAS-280 
STUDENT ALTO 
SAX $1,779
The ideal first saxophone. 

Featuring some creature 

comforts like lacquered keys, 

sturdy neck receiver and high F# 

key, this model will retain value 

when it’s time to upgrade or sell. 

It includes a backpack-style 

case for easy transport to and 

from school. YTS-280ID tenor 

sax also available, $2,199.

YAS62YVSPACK 
PROFESSIONAL 
ALTO SAX PACK 
$2,999
The YAS-62 is a staple 

of the saxophone world. 

This pack combines the 

tradition of the YAS-62 

with the technology of the 

newly designed Venova.

YTS-62III 
PROFESSIONAL 
TENOR SAX $3,499
First designed in 1969 with the 

legend Eugene Rousseau, the 

‘62 saxophones have been 

standard for professional players 

for years. Perfect for advancing 

high school and tertiary 

students, the ‘62 features a hand 

engraved, one-piece bell and 

custom neck for a versatile tone.

YBS-32E 
BARITONE 
SAX $6999
Featuring low A key 

and solid hard case, 

this is the ideal choice 

for any school.

YEVPRACPACK4 ELECTRIC VIOLIN PRACTICE PACK $1,249
The YEV electric violin range is perfect for plug and play performance. This beautifully designed 

instrument aims to feel like an acoustic violin in the player’s hands. The Practice Pack comes bundled 

with a THR5A amp and a G10 wireless relay system to ensure you are ready for both live performance 

and home practice. YEVPRACPACK5 ($1,349), YEV-104 ($999) and YEV-105 ($1,099) also available.

YVS-100 VENOVA $139
With the introduction of the YVS-100 

Venova there is an instrument simple 

and durable enough to take anywhere. 

Featuring a solid ABS resin construction, 

synthetic reed and Yamaha 4C soprano 

saxophone mouthpiece the Venova is more 

powerful than it looks. Its branched wind 

pipe means the Venova can play a full  

2 octaves, a first for ABS resin instruments.

YAS-26 STUDENT 
ALTO SAX $1,429
Perfect for the school hire fleet, it is 

designed for the first year player. 

Made to be affordable, it features 

nickel silver key work, a sturdy 

neck receiver and a durable hard 

case. Without high F#. YTS-26ID 

tenor sax also available, $1,899.

YAMAHA BAND & ORCHESTRAL



YTR-3335 
STEP-UP TRUMPET $949
Like our pro trumpet — the YTR-8310Z 

signature Bobby Shew model — the  

YTR-3335 features a reverse lead pipe.  

This will give a player that extra confidence to 

sing their part out in band. Available in lacquer 

and silver. YTR3335S also available, $999.

YTR-6335A  
PROFESSIONAL TRUMPET 
$1,699
Similar to its predecessor, the YTR-6335J, the 

YTR-6335A features a gold-brass, one-piece 

bell to ensure a versatile tone. This trumpet 

would fit in with any school ensemble, from 

orchestra to stage band. Yamaha’s most 

popular pro trumpet. YTR-6335 and  

YTR-6335S also available, $1,699 each.

YSL-154 STUDENT TROMBONE $1,049
This is the ideal choice for schools and beginners alike, and stands out as a 

beginner trombone for two key reasons. First, the professional action slide 

is slick, accurate and low maintenance, ensuring the player can produce 

racing car sounds long into the night. Second, it comes with a robust hard 

case that will protect your investment. YSL-154S also available, $1,049.

YSL-456A STEP-UP TROMBONE $2,299
Like its predecessor, the YSL-456GJ, this is designed specifically for the 

Australian market. Its gold-brass bell, professional slide and F attachment 

ensures this trombone has a strong, full and warm tone. A value-packed 

trombone perfect for advancing trombonists.

YAMAHA BAND & ORCHESTRAL

This is a full double horn and is a 

standard in the horn world. The easy-

to-maintain rotor valves and a medium 

bell ensures this tricky instrument is a 

little easier to teach and play.

YHR-567  
DOUBLE  
FRENCH HORN
$4,699

SB7XII SILENT BRASS FOR TRUMPET $229
Yamaha’s next generation silent brass delivers greater playing enjoyment, anytime, anywhere. The silent brass consists of a smaller, lighter, freer 

blowing Pickup Mute, and the Personal Studio, which features Yamaha’s exclusive Brass Resonance Modelling. Used together, the two deliver the 

natural acoustic tone you hear when playing without a mute, making it feel as though you are playing mute free. SB5XII also available, $259.

YEP-201S  
EUPHONIUM $2,999
Designed for beginners, the YEP-201 

is a 3-valve, entry-level euphonium. Its 

lightweight yellow-brass body ensures 

it is easy for young students to hold, but 

also features an 11” bell to help produce 

a full and sonorous euphonium sound.

YTR-2330  
STUDENT TRUMPET $725
Designed for beginners, this is light but with 

the right amount of resistance. The Monel 

valves ensure that your lessons will not be 

interrupted by sticking, and lightweight bell 

helps you practice for longer without getting 

tired. Available in lacquer and silver.  

YTR-2330S also available, $725.



TRBX174EW 
BASS GUITAR
$319
TRBX174EW represents Yamaha’s long heritage 

in providing the best entry-level basses for 

beginners. With a modern exotic look and 

versatile sound, the TRBX174EW is great value. 

The TRBX174EW will provide the necessary  

low-end tone for rock bands, concert bands and 

jazz ensembles. Available in Natural, Root Beer, 

Translucent Black and Tobacco Brown Sunburst 

(pictured). TRBX174 also available, $299.

No nonsense, stripped down, 

souped up and ready to rock, 

the RS320 is ready for whatever 

you can throw at it. It features 

set-neck construction, Rosewood 

fingerboard, T-O-M bridge and 

ceramic humbuckers. Available in 

Black Steel, Vintage White,  

Red Copper and Ice Blue (pictured).

RS320
$499

GIGMAKER C40 
GUITAR PACK
$199
For the highest quality at 

entry-level, the Yamaha 

C40 is recommended 

by teachers around the 

world. It has a Spruce 

top and the nylon strings 

are easy to play for 

a beginner. This pack 

contains a clip-on 

digital tuner.

YAMAHA  
GUITARS 
AMPS & ACCESSORIES



CS40 CLASSICAL  
GUITAR $165
This 3/4 size classical guitar is perfect for 

the young beginner. Featuring a Spruce 

top, this guitar will provide a warm sound 

and inspire students to keep practicing.

APXT2 TRAVELLER 
GUITAR $329
Small bodied steel string acoustic 

guitar with pickup and gig bag. Also 

available in Exotic Wood. Limited stock.

CSF1M COMPACT  
FOLK GUITAR $499
Steel string, solid Sitka Spruce top, Mahogany 

back and sides, piezo pickup for solid plugged 

in performance. Includes hard bag. All-solid 

CSF3M also available, $699. Limited stock.

GIGMAKER800 
ACOUSTIC PACK $299
The GIGMAKER800 pack contains 

a legendary FG Series solid-top 

acoustic guitar, with a tone that will 

grow and mature as your guitar 

playing does. A carry bag and 

digital tuner are also included.

Available in Matte ($299, pictured) 

or Gloss ($319).

GIGMAKER310 
ACOUSTIC PACK $219
The GIGMAKER310 pack contains 

all you need to get started straight 

away. It includes the world-

renowned Yamaha F310P full-size 

acoustic guitar with a Spruce top 

for a rich sound. A clip-on tuner, 

instructional DVD, spare strings, 

picks, gig bag, string winder and 

strap are also included.

APX600 ELECTRIC 
ACOUSTIC $399
Cool colour options, slimline 

body for extra comfort and easy 

electronics make APX600 the 

perfect acoustic guitar to transition 

from practice to the stage. 

Available in Natural, Black, Old 

Violin Sunburst, Oriental Blue Burst 

(pictured) and Vintage White.

FGX800C ELECTRIC 
ACOUSTIC $449
Features a solid Sitka Spruce 

top with cutaway and pickup.

This pack includes a quality Yamaha Pacifica 012 electric guitar that will give the 

beginner a range of great sounds and an instrument built to last. The Vox amp 

provides quality looks and sounds, ranging from clean through to proper rock 

tones. The pack comes with all the accessories needed to start playing today: 

digital tuner, instructional DVD, Vox cable, strap, picks, spare strings and string 

winder. Colours: Black (BL), Red Metallic (RM), and Dark Blue Metallic (DBM).

GIGMAKER10  
ELECTRIC GUITAR PACK

$379 GUITAR 
COLOURS 

AVAILABLE



CS40 CLASSICAL  
GUITAR $165
This 3/4 size classical guitar is 

perfect for the young beginner. 

Featuring a Spruce top, this guitar 

will provide a warm sound and 

inspire students to keep practicing.

GIGMAKER800 
ACOUSTIC PACK $299
The GIGMAKER800 pack contains a 

legendary FG Series solid-top acoustic 

guitar, with a tone that will grow and 

mature as your guitar playing does.  

A carry bag and digital tuner are also 

included. Available in Matte ($299, 

pictured) or Gloss ($319).

GIGMAKER310 
ACOUSTIC PACK $219
The GIGMAKER310 pack contains 

all students need to get started 

straight away. It includes the world-

renowned Yamaha F310P full-size 

acoustic guitar with a Spruce top. 

A digital tuner, spare strings, picks, 

gig bag, string winder and strap are 

also included.

APX600  
ELECTRIC 
ACOUSTIC $399
The new APX600 features best-

in-class pickup sound, dynamic 

tone and upgraded cosmetics 

that combine on-stage attitude 

with refined timeless good looks.

CSF1M COMPACT  
FOLK GUITAR $499
The Yamaha CSF series takes smaller-size acoustic guitars 

to a new level. It has a rich, full, inspiring tone, and the 

passive Zero Impact pickup provides gig-ready flexibility 

with natural, dynamic plugged-in tone and the case 

makes transporting CSF a breeze. Solid Spruce top and 

Mahogany body. All-solid CSF3M also available, $699.

GIGMAKERC40 
GUITAR PACK $199
For the highest quality at entry-level, 

the Yamaha C40 is recommended 

by teachers around the world. It has 

a Spruce top and the nylon strings 

are easy to play for a beginner.  

This pack contains a digital tuner.

JR2 COMPACT 
GUITAR $199
Its compact size and authentic 

acoustic tone make the JR2 

an excellent take along, play 

anywhere guitar. A Mahogany 

Ultra-Thin Film finish on the back 

and sides give the JR2 a beautiful 

look. Comes with a durable case. 

NTX500 SLIM BODY 
NYLON $399
NTX500 is an electric-acoustic 

nylon string guitar with a modern 

design and thin body depth.  

Yamaha’s exclusive under-saddle 

pickup provides solid and  

cut-through plugged-in sound  

in a band.

CG122M CLASSICAL 
GUITAR $359
Featuring a unique matte finish and solid 

spruce top, the CG122MS is a steping 

stone into professional level guitar 

performance. CGX122MSC ($499) and 

CG142S ($399) also available.

GL1 GUITALELE $119
The Yamaha GL1 guitalele is half 

guitar, half ukulele and 100% 

fun! A unique mini 6-string nylon 

guitar that plays like a standard 

tune guitar. The guitalele’s tuning 

is pitched up to A (or up a 4th) at 

A/D/G/C/E/A. It has a Spruce 

top and comes with a carry bag.

APXT2 TRAVELLER GUITAR $329
This fun, and well-constructed compact guitar makes 

great company when you are on a road. APXT2 

features A.R.T.-based pickup system and Yamaha’s 

proprietary tuner. APXT2 has a Spruce top, Meranti 

back and sides and Rosewood fingerboard and 

bridge, and includes a gig bag.

YAMAHA ACOUSTIC GUITARS



FG820 ACOUSTIC 
GUITAR $399
FG820 features the best-ever FG tone and 
the same great playability and class-
leading quality that’s made it the choice of 
millions of guitarists. FG820 features new 
scalloped X-type bracing for a warm rich 
tone, and Mahogany back and sides.  
Left-handed version also available.

FG800C ELECTRIC-ACOUSTIC 
GUITAR, $449 
A solid-top guitar with authentic sound that is well 
balanced without sacrificing its robust strength, 
FGX800C can be confidently recommended to 
all beginner guitarists. It features new scalloped 
X-type bracing for a warm rich tone. FGX800C is 
fitted with a pickup and a body with a cutaway. 
FGX820C with Mahogany back and sides 
($549) and FGX830C with Rosewood back and 
sides ($699) also available.

YAMAHA GUITARS

PAC012 ELECTRIC GUITAR, $249 (left) 
Yamaha Pacifica guitars are well known for their 
great tone, outstanding playability and terrific value. 
Each PAC012 guitar features a comfort-contoured 
body, bolt-on neck with 22 frets and a Rosewood 
Fingerboard, vintage-style vibrato and 5-way 
switchable pickup configuration (bridge Humbucker, 
middle single coil and neck single coil).

PAC112J ELECTRIC GUITAR, $299 (right) 
The Pacifica112J is recognised around the world as the 
first choice for beginners. With solid wood construction 
and quality parts, this guitar is built to last, showing 
tonal versatility from delicate cleans to aggressive 
rock.PAC112JL left-handed version ($299) and 
PAC112V with Alnico V pickups ($369) also available.

TRBX174EW BASS GUITAR, $319 (top) 
This high quality, stylish bass is the perfect instrument 
for beginners. Maple neck, split plus single-coil 
pickups with Exotic Wood top and Mahogany body. 
Available in Natural, Root Beer (pictured),  
Translucent Black and Tobacco Brown Sunburst.  
TRBX174 also available, $299.

TRBX204 BASS GUITAR, $399 (centre) 
The TRBX204 features a modern sound to match its 
modern looks with classic styling. Active electronics 
give this bass a unique and punchy fundamental tone, 
voiced specifically for use in rock, pop, country and 
blues music.

TRBX304 BASS GUITAR, $549 (bottom) 
The TRBX304 bass guitar has an ultra-comfortable 
solid Mahogany body that provides an optimum tonal 
foundation while the Performance EQ active circuitry 
gives instant access to perfectly dialled-in, stage-
ready tones coupled with the expressive control you 
need. 5-string TRBX305 also available, $649.

GIGMAKER10 ELECTRIC GUITAR 
PACK $379 
This pack includes a quality Yamaha 
Pacifica 012 electric guitar that will give 
the beginner a range of great sounds 
and an instrument built to last. The Vox 
amp provides quality looks and sounds, 
ranging from clean through to proper 
rock tones. The pack comes with all the 
accessories needed to start playing today: 
digital tuner, instructional DVD, Vox cable, 
strap, picks, spare strings and string 
winder. Available in Dark Blue Metallic, 
Red Metallic (pictured) and Black. 
PATHFINDER10 also sold separately $109  
(Bass version $129).

GIGMAKER

FG TRANSACOUSTIC $799
The Yamaha FG TransAcoustic Guitar creates an incredible 
experience of reverb and chorus effects without needing any 
external amplification or effects, just the guitar itself! It’s the 
most inspiring, engaging acoustic guitar you’ve ever played.



VOX AMPS
15 watt amplifier with 8” speaker, 8 analogue 

pre-amp circuit voicings, chorus, delay and 

reverb effects. AV30 also available $449.

AV15 
GUITAR AMP

$319

Half a kilo, 50 watts of power and equipped with Nutube. Available 

in AC, Clean, Classic Rock, Boutique, and High Gain. BC108 ($119) 

and BC112 ($399) speaker cabs for MV50 also available.

VOX 
MV50

$299

MINI5 GUITAR AMP $199
11 amp models, 8 effects, 99 rhythm patterns,  

5 watts of power.  Can also be battery powered.

VT20X GUITAR AMP $249
The VT20X guitar amp has 20 watts of power 

with eleven amp models, thirteen effects, user 

presets and the Toneroom app to customise 

and save your favourite tones.

AC10C1  
GUITAR AMP $649
10 watts of classic VOX all-valve 

Top Boost tone, 10” Celestion 

speaker, reverb and master volume.

AMPLUG2 $59
Compact headphone amp with killer tones. Available 

in AC30, Classic Rock, Metal, Bass, Blues, Lead and 

Clean. AmPlug2 Cabinet also available, $59.

V845 VOX 
WAH $99
Classic VOX wah pedal.

AC10C1 
GUITAR AMP

$649
10 watts of classic VOX all-valve Top Boost 

tone, 10” Celestion speaker, reverb and 

master volume.



SPIDER V 60  
MODELLING AMP $449
Spider V 60 is ideal for practicing 

and playing with a small band. Spider 

V features 60 watts of power, 200+ 

amps and effects, an internal wireless 

receiver, and a specialised full-range 

speaker system with a 10” loudspeaker. 

Say goodbye to cables — simply plug 

the optional G-10T wireless transmitter 

into your guitar and start playing!

LINE 6 RELAY G10 
SYSTEM $279
A plug-and-play digital guitar wireless 

system that’s as easy to use as a regular 

cable. Featuring pure 24-bit digital 

wireless sound quality, Relay G10 

delivers guitar tone in amazing detail.

LINE 6

RELAY G10-T  
WIRELESS TRANSMITTER $99
Guitar wireless transmitter that’s compatible with selected Line 

6 Spider V amplifiers. 1/4” transmitter that works with nearly all 

guitar types. Just plug and play — no complicated setup required.

Designed to sound great right out of the box,  

easy-to-use controls and compact size make it 

the ideal practice amp for any guitarist.

SPIDER V 20 $219

Spider V 30 is perfect for practicing and jamming. Features 30 watts 

of power, over 200 amps and effects, and a specially designed full-

range speaker system. Drum loops are built in for honing your ideas, 

while a USB interface gives you the ability to record them to your 

computer using the included Steinberg Cubase LE software.

SPIDER V 30 
MODELLING AMP

$279



BONUS

YAMAHA  
DRUMS

$999RYDEEN
PACK
The complete drum kit package with 

everything included. Comes with great 

sounding drums, double braced hardware, 

Paiste cymbals (20” ride, 16” crash,  

14” hi-hats) and a BONUS DS550 drum 

stool valued at $119.99 RRP. Limited stock.

Euro   22”x16”B / 10”x7”T / 12”x8”T / 16”x15”F / 14”x5.5”S

Fusion    20”x16”B / 10”x7”T / 12”x8”T / 14”x13”F / 14"x5.5”S
Black 
Glitter

Burgundy 
Glitter

Hot 
Red

Silver 
Glitter

Fine 
Blue

Mellow 
Yellow

BONUS

Raven 
Black

Cranberry 
Red

Honey 
Amber

Pure 
White

Natural 
Wood

STAGE CUSTOM
BIRCH  
PERFORMER PACK
$1,399
With 100% Birch shells, unique Yamaha 

suspension tom mounts, and durable 

hardware this is the perfect choice for 

every practice room, recording studio or 

stage. Includes BONUS 14” floor tom. 

Cymbals and stool sold separately.

SIZES  22”x17”B / 10”x7”T  

12”x8”T / 14”x13”F  

16”x15”F / 14”x5.5”S

RYDEEN 
OPTIONS



DTX452K 
PLUS PACK

$899
The upgraded 3-zone snare pad, HH65 hi-hat 

controller, and KP65 kick drum tower with real acoustic 

bass drum pedal, make the DTX452K the perfect 

electronic drum package for any aspiring drummer. 

Get connected with out range of FREE DTX402 apps. 

Complete with BONUS quality Yamaha  

stereo headphones, drum sticks and drum stool.

BONUS

DTX522K 
PLUS PACK

$1,299
Facilitates realistic expression and playability that 

encompasses the tradition and characteristic of acoustic 

drum playing. Featuring 691 drum and percussion 

voices, 3-zone choke-able cymbal pads and 3-zone 

textured silicon snare. Bass drum pedal sold separately. 

Complete with BONUS quality Yamaha stereo 

headphones, drum sticks and drum stool.

BONUS

EXTRA DTX CYMBAL PCY95AT $99  
Additional cymbal for your DTX452K or DTX522K.

A sturdy and easy to use electronic drum kit 

loaded with Yamaha’s best drum and percussion 

voices and packed with professional features 

like USB connectivity. Perfect for drum labs. 

Complete with BONUS quality Yamaha stereo 

headphones, drum sticks and drum stool.

DTX402K  
PLUS PACK

$649

EAD10 
ELECTRONIC 
ACOUSTIC 
DRUM MODULE
$599
Transform you entire drum kit into a 

powerful electronic-acoustic hybrid with 

sampled sounds and studio quality digital 

effects. Every drummer needs one of  

these for practicing, recording or  

live performance.

START YOUR OWN YOUTUBE 
CHANNEL WITH THE FREE  
REC ‘N’ SHARE APP!



FP7210A $95
A solid and reliable 

chain drive pedal that 

folds for easy transport.

DS550 DRUM 
STOOL $95
This sturdy and reliable 

drum stool is essential 

for every drum set 

performance.

DS750 DRUM 
STOOL $109
The wide legs and deep seat 

cushion of the DS750 drum stool 

will make long practice sessions 

and performances a breeze.

DFP8500C 
$499
Double chain drive bass 

drum pedal. Limited stock.

CS865 $169
Professional double-braced boom cymbal 

stand with hide-away boom arm, step 

free tilter and 3-tier height adjustment. 

CS665A compact double-braced stand 

also available, $99. Limited stock.

DRUM HARDWARE

PAISTE 
CYMBALS  
& YAMAHA HARDWARE

Starter medium weight 14” hi-hats, 16” crash, 

20” ride and BONUS 18” crash.

PST3  
UNIVERSAL SET 

$279

BONUS BONUS BONUS

STEP UP PST5 
UNIVERSAL SET $479

ADVANCED PST7 
UNIVERSAL SET $579

PREMIUM PST8 
UNIVERSAL SET $649

All packs include medium weight 14” hi-hats / 16” crash / 20” ride & BONUS 18” crash.



Supercharge your drum set with Yamaha’s 

EAD10. Easily mic your entire kit to make 

practicing fun and create great sounding drum 

videos to track your progress or share online. 

EAD ELECTRONIC 
ACOUSTIC 
DRUM SYSTEM
$599

BONUS

BONUS

RYDEEN DRUM KIT IN EURO 
OR FUSION SIZES $999
The perfect student drum kit with everything 

you need including double braced hardware, 

Paiste cymbals (20” ride, 16” crash and  

14” hi-hats) and BONUS DS550 drum stool 

valued at $119.99.

STAGE CUSTOM BIRCH 
PERFORMER PACK $1,399
100% birch shells and professional hardware make 

this the perfect drum set for every practice room, 

recording studio or performance stage.  Includes 

professional hardware pack, 14” snare drum,  

22”bass drum, 10” and 12” mounted toms,  

16” floor tom, and BONUS 14” floor tom. 

Cymbals sold separately.

DTX522K PLUS PACKAGE $1,299
Next level DTX kit with top quality sounds and the ultra-

realistic feel of an 8” 3 zone textured silicone snare. 

Includes kick pedal, drum stool, sticks and  

HPH-50 headphones.

DTX402K PLUS PACKAGE $649
Easy to use and fun to play with built-in training 

functions and free apps to help you get the most out 

of evry practice session. Includes  Yamaha drum 

stool, sticks and HPH-50 headphones. Upgraded 

DTX452K Plus Package also available, $899.

DT50K KICK 
TRIGGER $99
Attach the DT50K to your 

bass drum to transmit playing 

signals to your DTX trigger 

module to create a powerful 

hybrid drum kit. DT50S 

Snare/Tom trigger also 

available, $99.

PCY95AT  
CYMBAL PAD $99
Add an additional cymbal 

pad to your DTX452K or 

DTX502 series kit with the 

PCY95AT. Mounting clamp, 

arm and cable included.

YAMAHA DRUMS



MG12XU

MG06X

UR22
UR12

UR12, $139 
The UR12 is a 2-in 2-out USB interface featuring an extremely 
compact design, extraordinary build and audio quality, full 
iPad connectivity and the outstanding D-PRE mic preamp.

UR22mkII, $199 
USB audio interface with MIDI in/out and 2 D-PRE mic pre-
amps. Full iPad/Mac/PC support. Limited stock.

STEINBERG UR SERIES

MG06X, $189 
You will find this easy-to-use, durable analogue mixer 
anywhere in the school. Featuring two studio quality D-PRE 
mic pre-amps, built-in digital effects and professional XLR 
outputs, this mixer will be useful in classrooms, practice rooms, 
or anywhere top quality sound is needed in a hurry.  
MG10XU also available, $299.

MG12XU, $489 
The MG12XU is the ideal analogue mixer for the serious sound 
student. With 1-Knob compressors, high-grade effects and a 
2-channel USB audio interface, the MG12XU will ensure your 
students have the right tools to mix confidently.

MG SERIES MIXERS

STEINBERG UR22MKII 
RECORDING PACK
$399
This all-inclusive, production toolkit includes everything needed 

to produce songs on a computer or iPad. Combining a dual-

channel audio interface, studio condenser microphone, monitor 

headphones and necessary cables, with a full software package, 

the UR22mkII Recording Pack offers a complete, studio-grade 

music production set at an entry- level price.

PRO AUDIO
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The DBR series is up to the task of delivering powerful, high-quality sound in a lightweight 
and portable, cost-effective package. These powered speakers are available in 10”, 12” 
and 15” models and are easy to set up and operate for users of all backgrounds.

DBR10, $649 
10” low frequency driver, 1” high frequency driver, 700 watts of power, 129dB SPL.

DBR12, $749 
12” low frequency driver, 1.4” high frequency driver, 1,000 watts of power, 131dB SPL.

DBR15, $849  
15” low frequency driver, 1.4” high frequency driver, 1,000 watts of power, 132dB SPL.

DBR POWERED SPEAKERS

HS5, $299 5” woofer, 1” tweeter, 70W power.
HS7, $369 6.5” woofer, 1” tweeter, 95Wpower.
HS8, $469  8” woofer, 1” tweeter, 120W power.
HS8S Sub, $549  Powerful 150W subwoofer with an 8” driver.

HS SERIES MONITORS
The versatile HS studio monitors are well suited to a wide variety of applications; from 

smaller studio control rooms to multimedia edit suites. With a strong emphasis on accuracy, 

the impressive sound image and flat frequency response will help any engineer obtain 

professional results. Adding an HS8S subwoofer to any pair of HS series studio monitors 

will complete the picture and ensure accurate reproduction of vital low frequencies.

PRO AUDIO
STAGEPAS 400BT  
PA WITH 
BLUETOOTH

$999
Compact and light enough to carry by hand, the  

STAGEPAS 400BT is an all-in-one PA system that you can 

take virtually anywhere. Ideal for performances, school 

events and announcements, even users with no PA operation 

experience will be able to produce high-quality sound in a 

matter of seconds. 400W portable PA system, 8 channel 

powered mixer, 2 x 8” speakers, 

Bluetooth audio connectivity. 

STAGEPAS 600BT also  

available, $1,399.
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